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He works at a rope store and I met him as I went
in one day to buy some rope. Since then he has
helped me find the markets in town, helped me
register my car, introduced me to local
restaurants, helped me talk to universities, and
explained the local public transportation. I
[shared the gospel] while buying some
rope from him. We didn’t spend much time on the
subject as he changed topics, but not before he
mentioned that he had never studied the Bible

i believe God

• This month marked our first full month in
Qingdao. We read into a fair share of bumps in
the road with getting set up in this city. Back in
Dalian, because I attended a University, I was
able to get permanent residency which allowed us
to do many things like rent a house and stay in the
country for a full year without having to leave to
renew a visa. And because I had it, the rest of the
family was able to get it as well. However, here
the universities are saying the process isn’t quite
the same. They are saying it is [not possible]
for the rest of the family to get permanent
residency off of mine. This month has been full of
trying to figure our the best visa/permanent
residency situation. Please pray for us that we’d
be able to obtain permanent residency again! • I
made a friend here that has been helping me
learn to navigate this city. His name is Bǎo Shān.
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EXISTS
and that He
DOESN’T EXIST
before because nobody has ever taught it to him.
The next time I went into his store, we were
chatting and he brought up the discussion of faith.
I asked him what he believes and he said he’s not
an Atheist, then went on to explain that he
believes that God exists and that He doesn’t exist.
His face looked almost as confused as mine as
the words were coming out of his mouth. I
explained the gospel to him again and talked
about how it is faith in Jesus that saves us and
without it, one will go to hell. Please pray for Bǎo
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Shān, that we
will have the
opportunity to
study the Bible
together and that he will
get saved! • In China it is illegal to tell parents the
gender of their expected child. In the past,
because of the one-child-policy, if families found
out they were having a girl, they’d have the baby
aborted in order to have a son as their one and
only child. Therefore, it has become illegal to
know the gender. However, we wanted to know
the gender of our baby. So, because it is
technically illegal for the doctor to say the gender,
some friends told us to try asking in a round about
way. During the ultra sound, Beth asks, “We’re
wanting to prepare for the baby a little. Do you
think we should buy blue clothes or pink clothes?”
The doctor looked at us and smiled, “A pink
dress.” We’re expecting a [baby girl] in May!
The baby is doing well. Please pray for Beth’s
health as we’re nearing the end!

[Praises]
• Healthy baby girl!

[Requests]
• Permanent residency
• Bǎo Shān’s salvation
• Beth’s health
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